Deoxygenation-induced changes in sickle cell-sickle cell adhesion.
The tendency for sickle cells to adhere to each other is increased in oxygenated sickle blood in parallel with cell density. The increased adherence of these cells occurred despite their reduced deformability and diminished ability to form rouleaux. Using a method developed in our laboratory, we measured the yield stress: a sensitive index of cell-cell adhesion of deoxygenated suspensions of sickle cells. Deoxygenation of whole sickle blood to 30 to 50 mm Hg caused a significant increase in yield stress of all sickle blood samples. Deoxygenation caused a significant increase in yield stress of both dense and light sickle cells. Deoxygenation-induced increases in yield stress occurred at higher oxygen tensions for dense (> 55 mm Hg) than for light sickle cells (< 45 mm Hg). The increase in yield stress on deoxygenation was correlated with hemoglobin polymerization as assessed morphologically by sickling or by changes in relative viscosity. Thus, deoxygenation-induced cell sticking must involve small areas of strong membrane adhesion because the changes in yield stress occurred despite a reduction in rouleaux formation and surface area of membrane contact. Sickle trait red blood cells also exhibited increased yield stress on deoxygenation but only under hypertonic conditions where sickling occurred. Thus, deoxygenation-induced cell adhesion did not require prior membrane damage because it occurred in sickle trait cells. No change in yield stress was seen when deoxygenated sickle cells were suspended in buffer, but the addition of physiologic amounts of fibrinogen to buffer restored the deoxygenation-induced increase in cell adhesion. We speculate that the increase in sticking among sickle cells on deoxygenation results from spicule formation and may involve interaction of fibrinogen and possibly other plasma proteins with the cell membrane.